PRINTMAKING RED ENVELOPES
Loc Huynh

MATERIALS NEED

- Black Water-Soluble Block Printing Ink (at least 2.5 oz) *Link to products below
  Dick Blick
  Dick Blick- Ink

- Speedball Linoleum Cutter Kit Assortment *Link to product below
  Amazon- Carving Tools

- 4-Inch Rubber Brayer Roller for Printmaking (does not have to be super expensive) *Link to product below
  Amazon- Brayer

- Graphite Transfer Paper (at least one 9x12 in. sheet) *Link to product below
  Michaels-Transfer Paper

- Print Baren or Metal Spoon
- 1 Fine Point Black Sharpie
- 1 Ultra Fine Point Sharpie
- 1 Chisel Tip Sharpie
- Pencil and Eraser
- Red ink (acrylic or water-based as long as it’s transparent)
- 1 in. Flat Brush
- an 8x10 or 9x12 in. sketchbook (does not have to be new, we are only going to be using a couple pages)
- 9x12 in. or a roll of tracing paper

For questions about the materials list, please contact your instructor, Loc Huynh, at lochuyhn32792@gmail.com